The measurement of morphological variation in macroevolutionary studies is increasingly 14 based on morphospaces constructed from discrete character data. This trend mostly results 15 from the appropriation of phylogenetic data matrices as character spaces for carrying out 16 disparity analyses. Phylogenetic matrices provide morphological descriptions of taxa as 17 combinations of character states and thus appear -if not conceptually, at least mathematically 18 -comparable to discrete character datasets found in numerical taxonomy or built for disparity 19 purposes. Hence, phylogenetic matrices seem to constitute an abundant source of data readily 20 available for morphospace analyses. Discrete character spaces have been generally described 21 as more flexible than morphospaces capturing continuous shape variation. The discrete coding 22 of morphology allows morphospaces to accommodate more disparate morphologies and the 23 ability of discrete character schemes to handle missing data is also often emphasized. This 24 flexibility comes at a cost, however. Multivariate ordinations of such spaces often provide 25 deceptive visualizations and may invite the use of inappropriate methodologies for their 26 exploration. The high amount of missing data that typifies many phylogenetic datasets is also 27 problematic for the measurement of dissimilarity among taxa and can therefore be detrimental 28 to the assessment of morphological disparity. In the present contribution, the properties of 29 discrete character spaces are described and common pitfalls discussed. Graphical and 30 methodological approaches are suggested to circumvent or limit their impact, and greater 31 caution is recommended when using discrete character data for morphospace and disparity 32 inferences. 33 34 35
The morphological disparity of a clade can be defined as a measure of the degree of 51 amalgamated to level these differences and homogenise the dataset. Finally, phylogenetic data 176 matrices conducive to phylogenetic trees with low level of homoplasy might indicate a 177 stringent selection of characters and the possibility of expanding the character set in the 178 prospect of a disparity analysis. 179
Hence, a phylogenetic data matrix can form a basis for the elaboration of a discrete character 180 space, but the taxa and characters enclosed generally need critical re-evaluation. The 181 characters eventually gathered generate a set of possibilities for morphological variation 182 ("possibilities" in a combinatorial but not necessarily biological sense). This set can be finite 183 or infinite depending on the definition of characters and their implied number of states (e.g., 184
Hoyal Cuthill 2015) . The next step is to define relationships among these possible 185 morphological options, traditionally based on measures of morphological (dis)similarity, in 186 order to generate a morphological space. 187 188 189
MEASURING DISSIMILARITY AND THE MORPHOLOGICAL HYPERCUBE 190 191
Hereafter, only binary characters are considered. This allows a simpler derivation of the 192 observations and conclusions that are equally valid for geometrically more complex 193 morphospaces built from datasets that include multistate characters. For convenience, it is 194 also assumed that there is no missing data (this issue is dealt with in a following section) and 195 that all characters can be treated equally. This last point means that all characters are given 196 the same weight when estimating pairwise dissimilarity. Note that this equal weighting of 197 characters is unlikely to be biologically meaningful given the anatomical diversity of 198 characters typically combined, but this is the approach usually taken in empirical studies (see 199
"CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES"). 200
With discrete character data, the measurement of dissimilarity between two taxa is based on 201 the number of matches and mismatches between their scored character states. an autapomorphic character to a dataset adds one dimension to the morphological hypercube, 220 but it doubles the set of options for morphological variation: p+1 binary characters give 2 Morphospace visualization is often considered as an important step for illustrating and 246 discussing morphological patterns. Like most morphospaces however, discrete character 247 spaces have a high number of dimensions and two-or three-dimensional representations of 248 morphospaces consequently offer only a partial view of the amount and structure of 249 morphospace occupation. Great care is therefore required when describing morphospace 250 patterns from a reduced number of axes. This is especially true for discrete character spaces 251 for which usually only a very small fraction of the variation is captured by the first axes of the 252 multivariate ordination. 253
For discrete character data, it is customary to visualize a morphospace by carrying out a 254
Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) on the pairwise dissimilarity matrix D (an alternative 255 not discussed here is Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling, but the method aims at 256 preserving ordering relations rather than distances among the objects it ordinates). PCoA 257 provides a Euclidean representation of a dissimilarity matrix (Gower 1966), here analogous to 258 the hypercube geometry described above. The principal coordinates generated (at most n-1 259 where n is the number of OTUs) are functions of the original variables (the morphological 260 characters), as conveyed by the choice of the distance measure. If D is not Euclidean, because 261 of the distance measure chosen (or because of missing data), negative eigenvalues will be 262 produced. A transformation of D is therefore recommended prior to its ordination (e.g. square 263 root transformation). 264
The resulting depiction of the morphospace is the set of taxa displayed as points in the space 265 of the ordination, a generic representation common to all types of morphological descriptors. 266
Importantly however, this ordination is an embedding of the true discrete character space 267 (morphological hypercube or similar but more complex discrete spaces) in a continuous 268
Cartesian coordinate system, that of the principal coordinate axes. Unfortunately, this discrete 269 structure is difficult to represent and is therefore often overlooked. Yet, conflating the 270 geometric properties of the morphospace with those of its ordination has non-trivial 271 consequences for the interpretation of morphological patterns and for the choice of methods 272 employed to explore morphospaces. 273
A small example is presented in Figure 1 to illustrate these points. It is based on a subset of 274 the archosaur dataset from Brusatte et al. (2008) . For the sake of the example, a stringentselection of characters had to be carried out in order to obtain a dataset where the OTUs 276 retained are scored using only binary characters and without missing data. The culling of rows 277 and columns from the original phylogenetic data matrix undoubtedly leads to an 278 uninformative dataset, but it remains relevant for the present illustrative purpose. The subset 279 considered includes 18 genera of crurotarsans coded for 10 binary characters (characters {2 If the discrete character space is mistaken for its ordination, both these research questions can 297 be misdirected. A priori unoccupied regions visible on the principal coordinate ordination 298 might correspond to positions that do not belong to the discrete character space and therefore 299 do not call for any biological explanation. Only a finite and non-randomly located (and in factquite structured) positions correspond to the hypercube vertices, i.e. to meaningful positions 301 in the actual morphospace. This is illustrated in Figure 1B , where the two-dimensional 302 projection of the entire architecture of the 10-hypercube is displayed, that is, its 1024 vertices 303 and its 5120 unit-length edges. To obtain this representation, all 1024 combinations of 304 character states needs to be enumerated, along with a record of their 10 neighbouring 305 combinations (those differing by only one character state change). With p characters, there are 306 2 p vertices and 2 p-1 p edges though, and it becomes rapidly difficult to enumerate all possible 307 options and represent the hypercube graphically. Figure 1C shows a simplified representation 308 where only a small subset of vertices and edges are computed and displayed, defined in a way 309 that ensures a complete connectedness of the observed OTUs. It emphasizes the strong visual 310 effect of the two-dimensional projection of a high-dimensional discrete morphospace. All the 311 segments depicted represent edges and have therefore the same unit length despite their 312 drastically variable projected lengths. Also, provided the distance matrix subjected to PCoA is 313 Euclidean, edges are either parallel (if they correspond to the same character) or orthogonal, 314 even if the ordination suggests otherwise. Spatial relationships among vertices inferred from 315 the ordination should therefore be treated with caution since they will be misleading in most 316
cases. This bias typically impacts graphical techniques such as convex hulls. The relative 317 surface areas of these polygons can be poor indicators of the relative disparity of the groups 318 they delineate in the ordination. 319
A possible way to visually circumscribe the morphospace within the space of principal 320 coordinates could be to consider the hypersphere it is inscribed in (as conveyed by Fig. 1B) . 321
By definition, all vertices are at a distance (p)/2 from the centroid of the hypercube. Hence, 322 one could draw the circle of radius (p)/2 centred on the hypercube centroid to have an idea 323 of the size of the morphospace. The centroid position can be calculated as the average 324 principal coordinate scores of one of the observed vertices and of its diagonally oppositevertex (i.e. its opposite combination of character states). In practice however, the probability 326 of having a good correlation between the true and the projected maximum distances is low 327 (and decreases as p increases) and the circle drawn will generally largely exceeds the two-328 dimensional distribution of the vertices. An alternative is proposed below based on the pattern 329 of distribution of vertices. 330 Figure 1D illustrates the variation of the density of vertices under random orientations of the 331 hypercube along the first principal coordinate axis (here the hypercube is centred at the origin 332 of the principal coordinate system for convenience). It shows a density that decreases as one 333 moves away from the hypercube centroid (this can also be noticed in Fig. 1B ). This pattern 334 has important implications: it means that even a uniform filling of the discrete morphospace 335 will lead to a non-uniform distribution of taxa in the two-or three-dimensional visualization 336 supplied by the PCoA (an orthogonal projection of the hypercube). Hence, density contour 337 lines, heatmap representations, and similar approaches found in spatial point pattern analysis 338 which might seem appropriate to document morphospace occupation (e.g. Ruta sequences of edges in the general case) and are highlighted. This is a phylomorphospace 398 representation that accounts for the discrete nature of the characters. Figure 2C shows the 399 same hypercube and the same OTUs, but the distribution of internal nodes has been estimated 400 using squared-change parsimony from the principal coordinate scores of the OTUs. The 401 resulting depiction of the tree is substantially different from that of Figure 2B . Figure 2D illustrates the geometry of 409 the phylomorphospace representation in the simple case considered. The parsimony 410 informative characters supporting the tree define a subspace within the discrete morphospace. 411
It is also a hypercube but of lower dimensionality (here it is a cube). As described earlier and 412 shown here, the autapomorphies push OTUs away from the subspace of parsimony 413 informative characters in orthogonal directions. 414 Brusatte et al. (2011) suggested the use of inferred ancestral nodes to derive phylogenetically 415 corrected disparity curves. They described that the addition of reconstructed ancestors leads to 416 an inflation of the morphospace, since these ancestors appear to fall outside the limits drawn 417 by the observed taxa, as outlined by means of convex hulls. This is in fact a misinterpretation 418 of the effect of the bivariate projection of the discrete morphospace and a drawback of the use 419 of convex hulls in a discrete character context. These ancestors do not represent any aberrant 420 or inexplicable combinations of character states but correspond to existing vertices on the 421 discrete morphospace. Their apparent peripheral distribution results from the geometry of the 422 morphospace (see Fig. 2B ), the presence of homoplasy, and the distribution of the total set of 423 taxa (observed and reconstructed) from which the ordination plane is defined. unchanged. This does not occur for meaningful reasons however, but results from the uniform 499 distribution of missing data. This random removal of entries in M has equal probabilities of 500 increasing or decreasing a pairwise distance compared to its true value. As k increases, it also 501 makes greater departures from the true value easier, leading to an increase in the variance of 502 the distribution of distances (with the same mean) which explains the decrease in r and 503 observed. and linked missing data. In addition, taphonomic processes and preservational opportunities 515 can also vary in time and space introducing additional heterogeneities in the pattern of 516 missing entries among taxa. 517
All these factors can artificially inflate or reduce a measure of disparity depending on their 518 particular combination and magnitude for the set of taxa considered. This potentially 519 generates a collection of disparity measures (for instance corresponding to distinct time 520 intervals, geographic areas or taxonomic groups) with reduced commensurability due to the 521 limited overlap of their respective character subspaces. While a small amount of missing data 522 does not seem to prevent reliable measures of disparity, it is unlikely to be the case when the 523 proportion of missing data is significantly higher and heterogeneously distributed.
Unfortunately, the use of phylogenetic data matrices as disparity datasets has been 525 accompanied by a substantial increase in the amount of missing data in disparity studies. reported that disparity datasets were typically less than 25% incomplete and showed that the 529 most widely employed disparity indices were relatively stable up to 30% of missing data. 530
With the incorporation of phylogenetic datasets within the pool of disparity datasets, this 531 value of 25% is now regarded as an unrealistic upper bound (Butler et al. 2012; Lloyd 2016) . 532 It is not rare to have phylogenetic datasets with more than 50% of missing data, with frequent 533 instances of taxa with more than 80 or 90% of their entries unscored (e.g. Butler et al. 2012) . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES 635 636
On phylogenetic datasets as disparity datasets 637 638 Discrete character spaces have geometric features that make them quite distinct from other 639 types of morphospaces encountered in evolutionary paleobiology. The discrete coding they 640 allow is particularly relevant for the measurement of morphological variation at high 641 taxonomic level. The co-option of phylogenetic data matrices as bases for morphospace 642 construction has significantly increased the frequency of discrete character spaces in disparity 643 studies. A positive outcome has been the broadening of the taxonomic scope of disparity 644 analyses to include many vertebrate clades whose general morphology is difficult to 645 characterize morphometrically. This rapid increase in the use of phylogenetic data matrices 646 nevertheless calls for a critical assessment of their conceptual and operational value.
